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ESCAPE
PLACES AND SPACES TO GET LOST IN

THAILAND BOUND
From the cacophony of sounds, smells
and SIGHTS that is BANGKOK
to the hill tribes of CHIANG MAI,
here’s the CURRENT lowdown on
traversing this MAGICAL land.
WORDS CHE-MARIE TRIGG

GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
CHIANG RAI

SPOTLIGHT:
CHIANG MAI

PHOTOGRAPHY: SULLIVAN & SULLIVAN (SULLIVANANDSULLIVAN.COM),
ALANA MORGAN (STATUES, TEMPLE OFFERING)

W

here in
Thailand
can you
find scores
of expats,
entrepreneurs
galore and a
decent flat white? If Bangkok immediately
springs to mind, you’ve only landed on
half the answer. Now think Chiang Mai.
This city, Thailand’s northern capital,
was founded in the 11th century and has
attracted retirees for years thanks to its
low cost of living coupled with a high
quality of life. More recently, however,
a new crowd has started calling Chiang
Mai home, says Alana Morgan. This spot
is fast becoming a base for freelancers,
entrepreneurs and digital nomads alike,
with similar amenities to the country’s
capital but none of the rat race grind
that comes with living in a major hub.
“It’s an interesting place to be, especially
right now with the influx of digital nomads
over the past few years,” says the Seattleborn expat, who has called Chiang Mai
home for five years. “I constantly meet
new people from all over the world – even
small get-togethers among friends often
see at least five countries represented.”
So what does Chiang Mai offer that
Bangkok doesn’t? “The area around the city
of Chiang Mai, and up into the mountains,
never fails to stun me with its beauty, plus
I think the food (and prices) here are the
best in the country,” says Alana.
“One of the many things I love about
Chiang Mai is its creative community,” she
says. “There are a number of young foreign
and Thai entrepreneurs working on a wide
range of passion projects and creative
endeavours – I know people with their own
fashion lines or producing their own line
of food products, cafe owners and coffee
roasters, yoga-focused non-profits and
graphic designers.”

A look at this incredible city through
the lens of EXPAT Alana Morgan, who
writes about LIFE in her ADOPTED
HOME via her BLOG, Paper Planes.

Despite having such a wealth of
tradition, food and culture at her
fingertips, Alana says that, as a
Westerner, relocating to Thailand
full-time has had its challenges.
“In terms of living in Thailand
compared to the US, there are naturally a
lot of differences,”
she says. “The
flexible attitude
towards rules and
times takes a while
to get used to. I
remember when
I first came over
thinking people
worked really
long hours here,
like the US, but
the intensity of
the work during
those hours was
often lower. The pay also is ridiculously
lower, which continues to mess with my
mind no matter how long I’m here. My
perception of money and what things
are worth is really skewed.”
To make for a smooth adjustment,
there are a range of websites dedicated to
helping foreigners crack the Chiang Mai
lifestyle (like Alana’s blog, Paper Planes).
Then, step away from the screen and
head on over to the Chiang Mai Expats’
Club and, if all else fails, strike up a chat
with a local – Thailand isn’t known as
the Land of Smiles for nothing. >

One of the many
things I love about
Chiang Mai is its
creative COMMUNITY.
There are a number of
young foreign and Thai
ENTREPRENEURS.
To see this creative community in
action, Alana recommends checking
out Graph Cafe and Gallery Seescape, a
gallery, artist’s residence, shop and cafe;
as well as Lucky Penny for its unique
handmade jewellery.
Alana says that while staying in
Thailand and more specifically, Chiang
Mai, is relatively easy for a foreigner, with
the city now playing host to vibrant coworking spaces like Punspace, Starwork
and Mana, the bureaucracy can be a
struggle for a serious business owner.
“There are a lot of hoops to jump
through to do business and legally work
in the country,” she says. “As a foreigner,
I’m subject to more rules, fees and taxes
running my business than a Thai person
would be, and I wouldn’t be able to do
anything on my own without the help
of a lawyer.
“My biggest piece of advice, whether
you’re travelling through or living here,
is to be patient and flexible.”

SOLUDOS EMBROIDERED
SMOKING SLIPPER AU$99
theiconic.com.au
TRIANGL BIBI-TERRA
BIKINI AU$86
triangl.com

KIT AND ACE
BOULEVARD
MOCK TEE AU$120
kitandace.com

MECCA
COSMETICA LIP
DE-LUSCIOUS
SPF 25+ AU$28
mecca.com.au

CHIANG MAI
HOT SPOTS

^ FOR ECO-LUXE TOUCHES:
THE RACHA, PHUKET

THE ROW GIBBONS
CREPE MIDI DRESS
APPROX. AU$1477
net-a-porter.com

DIG IN

Rustic & Blue

When it comes to grabbing a bite,
Alana recommends taking a punt
and trying a local Thai dish from a
street or market vendor. “There are
so many lovely options depending
on what you’re looking for, and such
a range too; you can get delicious
street food for about $1 a plate, or
eat a Western-style brunch at places
that feel like they could be in Portland
or Melbourne.” Head to Pun Pun at
Wat Suan Dok for Thai and fusion
food using seasonal ingredients from
a nearby organic farm. For Western
food, Rustic & Blue is a good choice
with burgers, cheese plates and other
cafe-style foods for homesick expats.

GRAB A DRINK

Akha Ama

“For evening drinks, the rooftop bar
at Hotel Yayee is darling, with lots
of hanging plants, a gorgeous white
marble bar and views overlooking the
trendy Nimmanhaemin neighbourhood
and Doi Suthep mountain – perfect
for a sundowner or date night.”

HAVE A CUPPA

Warorot
Market

PARED EYEWEAR POMS
X PARED GATTO AU$280
paredeyewear.com

MECCA
COSMETICA
SUNBRELLA
INVISIBLE
SUPERSPRAY
SPF 50+ AU$42
mecca.com.au

SATURDAYS NYC
ENNIS BOARDSHORT
IN BLACK/CHARCOAL
APPROX. AU$111
saturdaysnyc.com

OPEN UP YOUR WALLET

BROCO THE
ORIGINAL BROCARD,
AU$39 thatbroco.com

LEICA + LEICA M240
CAMERA APPROX.
AU$11,872
mrporter.com

GEAR AND GADGETS
TO GET THAT
VAYCAY FEELING

SPITFIRE TEDDY BOY II
SUNGLASSES AU$59.95
theiconic.com.au

The city has a growing coffee scene,
with many Thai-born, Australiantrained baristas heading back to
their home to brew a quality cup.
The espresso machines at Ristr8to
and Ponganes are both manned by
Sydney-trained baristas, while Akha
Ama’s beans support local hill tribes.

For shopping, Alana recommends
Warorot Market for picking up
furniture, plants and interior decor.
“As the oldest established market in
Chiang Mai, it’s an intimidating place
at first, especially if you’re not used
to the crowded chaos of local Asian
markets – but you can snag some
great finds.”

SUMMER
ESSENTIALS

THEORY COPPOLO
LINEN SHIRT
APPROX. AU$200
mrporter.com

SAINT LAURENT
LEATHER-TRIMMED
CANVAS BACKPACK
APPROX. AU$665
mrporter.com
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WHERE TO DRINK,
EAT AND SHOP WITH
ALANA MORGAN

^ FOR COMFORT ON
THE TREKKING TRAIL:
FOUR SEASONS TENTED
CAMP GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
CHIANG RAI
Head for the hills of northern Thailand
– we’re pretty sure the term ‘glamping’
was invented for these ridiculously
plush digs inspired by local hill tribe
villages. Return to your tent after a
day of trekking and be welcomed
by outdoor hot tubs, the sounds of
elephants making their way through
the jungle and views of Burma
and Laos. First, indulge in the spa
treatment included in your tariff; it’s
been designed to target elephanttrekking-related muscle pains.
fourseasons.com/goldentriangle

STAY
OUR PICK of where to park
your suitcase, and WHY.

FOUR SEASONS
TENTED CAMP
GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
CHIANG RAI

> FOR A MODERN RETREAT:
THE LIBRARY, KOH SAMUI

^ FOR HISTORY:
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, BANGKOK
Make like 19th century authors Joseph Conrad and
Somerset Maugham and check into the Mandarin
Oriental, which has been welcoming travellers
(not to mention Russia’s Crown Prince Nicholas II,
Queen Elizabeth, Bill Clinton and Victoria and David
Beckham) to its elegant five-star riverside lodgings for
more than 140 years. These digs are Bangkok’s oldest
hotel, having opened when the country was still Siam.
It has recently undergone a £12 million renovation that
has seen a touch of modernity added to its trademark
Thai style – think high-speed wifi and interactive
entertainment systems. None of the old-school
amenities have been lost, however: a butler is on
hand to indulge your every whim, and you can look
forward to fresh tropical fruits and flowers in your
room each day. mandarinoriental.com/bangkok

With its clean-lined, glossy white
aesthetic, this beachfront boutique
hotel resembles something of a techhead oasis – and not just because
there’s an iMac in each room. As well
as boasting an on-site library housing
over 1300 vibrant art and design books
available for borrowing or buying, the
real drawcard is the monochromatic
wall art that glows in the colour of your
choosing. (Meanwhile, the signature
swimming pool, tiled in autumnal
hues, is truly one of a kind.) Each highly
curated area represents, as they say, a
blank page for guests to write their story
on. Bookings through designhotels.com.
thelibrary.co.th

A private limousine or half-hour speedboat
dash from Phuket airport will see you
rolling up at The Racha, on Racha Yai
Island, 20km south of Phuket. The resort
features 85 eco-chic, whitewashed villas
(you can choose between lemongrass,
jasmine and lavender to scent your room),
while the jewel in the crown is surely
The Lighthouse, a five-storey villa with
360-degree island views. The Racha also
strives to be at the forefront of ecologically
and environmentally sustainable tourism,
working with the Reef Ball Foundation to
restore and preserve the sea’s natural state
with artificial reef modules to stimulate
growth, plus daily beach cleans are
carried out by resort staff. theracha.com
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WORK ON THE GO
Whether you’re on a stopover or
looking to set up shop in Thailand,
here are the best of the region’s
CO-WORKING SPACES
to perch your laptop on.
STASH, PHUKET

While Stash has what any good co-working
space offers – fast internet, printing and free
coffee – you’ll still feel as though you’re on
holiday thanks to the on-site swimming pool
and ‘free stroking cat’. phuketstash.com

KOHUB, KOH LANTA

GROWTH CAFE
& CO, BANGKOK
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BEACHUB,
KOH PHANGAN

“Many younger Thais working in Bangkok
moved there for career reasons. Away from
home and friends, their office environment
often becomes their social environment.
While back home they can limit themselves
to focus on the results of work and business,
here [as the boss], you’ll have to focus more
on maintaining a great relationship with your
staff. Entrepreneurs who succeed at this can
count on their employees to repay the favour.”

GROWTH CAFE & CO, BANGKOK

Although it may look like a Melbourne cafe,
Growth Cafe & Co is a fully-fledged coworking space complete with wifi, lockers
and snack bar. You can hire a workspace for
three hours, making it an ideal temporary
base for travelling freelancers. growth.in.th

DITCH BURNOUT

“Thailand’s population is doing an excellent
job at maintaining a healthy work/life
balance. As an entrepreneur, it’s very tempting
to try to fix problems by simply working harder,
often leading to burnout. Some people look at
employees leaving Bangkok’s office towers at
5pm and think it’s a lack of commitment that
allows them to head out way earlier than their
counterparts in Singapore or Tokyo. However,
I actually consider that an achievement –
to create economic growth and maintain
productivity without working unhealthy
hours or sacrificing personal relationships.”

PUNSPACE THA PHAE GATE,
CHIANG MAI

First things first: there’s a coffee shop
downstairs. Punspace Tha Phae Gate is
also roomy and quiet, and offers hot seats
and Skype rooms. punspace.com

HUBBA, BANGKOK

Hubba had our attention with the on-site
trampoline, but we stayed for the ‘Power
Lunch’, where members (2000 and counting)
share a bite while bouncing ideas off each
other. hubbathailand.com

LEARN TO BE LATE

“Keep a stiff upper lip about trains, and people,
being a few minutes late. Over time you
develop a good idea of where and when you
need to plan for unforeseen developments.”

BEACHUB, KOH PHANGAN

With its idyllic island setting, beachfront
co-working space beacHub invites a cool
ocean breeze to your workday. It also offers
all-inclusive retreats – all you’ll need to pack
is your laptop and cossie. beachub.org

HUBBA,
BANGKOK

Like any other country in the world, Thailand
has its own very specific quirks. Karsten
Aichholz, who runs the Thailand Starter Kit
website (which gives newbies the lowdown on
things like getting health insurance, opening a
bank account and hiring a lawyer), shares his
tips on succeeding in the Thai business world.

CREATE STRONG WORK
RELATIONSHIPS

GROWTH CAFE
& CO, BANGKOK

KoHub is an open, gazebo-style working
space that offers its own gardens, a juice bar
and universal power adapters for itinerant
workers. kohub.org

BEACHUB,
KOH PHANGAN

DOING BUSINESS,
THAI STYLE

KOHUB, KOH LANTA

APPRECIATE STRONG BUSINESS
INFRASTRUCTURE

PUNSPACE THA PHAE
GATE, CHIANG MAI

“Thailand has a good cross-over between
availability of great infrastructure and cost of
doing business. You have access to a good
banking and payment processing system
without having to pay a fortune for office
rent. In areas like software and e-commerce,
where the Thai government offers a number
of investment benefits, the advantages for
small companies really stand out. There
certainly are challenges – English proficiency
lags behind other nations in the region and
ownership requirements can be cumbersome
but, as a whole, the country offers a decent
package deal to potential entrepreneurs.”

COLLECTIVE HUB
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